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35: Observed several large unlabeled containers in the kitchen. Ensure 
containers are properly labeled. 
36: Observed gnats and flies present in the kitchen and bathroom area. 
38: Ensure male staff with beards wear a beard guard while cooking in the 
kitchen. 
44: Observed employees utilize the same gloves for different tasks. Ensure 
employees wash their hands and put on a new pair of gloves. 
45: Observed stains and grooves on the cutting boards not in use. Ensure the 
cutting boards are replaced. 
46: Ensure the dishwasher is working properly. Have EcoLabs return to repair 
the machine. The test strips are not reading the sanitizer properly. 
47: Observed leaks from both 3 compartment sink faucets. Ensure the leaks are 
repaired. 
48: The sink near the door of the mens restroom does not nave cold water. 
Ensure cold water is present. 
51: Replace light bulb in the womens restrooms is replaced. Stock paper towels 
in the womens restroom - near the left sink and mens restroom. 
52: Observed trash in the dumpster area. Ensure the dumpster area is clean.
53: Observed dirty and wet floors throughout the kitchen area. Ensure the floors 
are clean and dry.
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1: 
2: 
3: 
4: Employees now have a separate drink holding station to hold drinks with a straw & lid. 
5: 
6: Observed employees switch tasks, wash their hands, and putting on a new pair of gloves. Continue to educate 
employees on the importance of proper hand washing between tasks. 
7: 
8: Paper towels are present at the hand washing sink near the drive thru window. 
9: Food is obtained from US Foods, SRA, and GFS. 
10: 
11: 
12: 
13: 
14: Cutting boards have been flipped over. 
15: 
16: 
17: 
18: 
19: 
20: Observed the cole slaw, lettuce, and potato salad reading within proper cold holding temperature. 
21: 
22: 
23: 
24: 
25: 
26: 
27:

See last page for additional comments.
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See last page for additional comments.
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Additional Comments


